
2020-2021 MEET FEE STRUCTURE 

CATEGORY 

MAX SWIMMER 
PARTICIPATION 

FEE 

ATHLETE 
TRAVEL 

SURCHARGE 

MAX. 
SPLASH 

FEE 

MESI 
SPLASH FEE 
SURCHARGE 

Club Run Sanctioned/Approved Calendar 
Meets         

Timed Finals $5.00 - all to host 
club(s) 

$1.00 - all to 
MESI 

$5.00 $1.20 

Timed Finals - Relay $15.00 $3.60 

Trials/Finals $5.00 - all to host 
club(s) 

$1.00 - all to 
MESI 

$7.00 $1.20 

Trials/Finals - Relay $21.00 $3.60 

MESI Non-Championship Meets      

Timed Finals $5.00 - all to 
MESI 

$1.00 - all to 
MESI 

$5.00 $5.00 

Timed Finals Relay $15.00 $15.00 

Trials Finals 

$10.00 - all to 
MESI 

$1.00 - all to 
MESI $7.00 $7.00 

Bowdoin Open         

MESI Athletes - Timed Finals 

$15.00 - all to 
MESI 

$1.00 - all to 
MESI 

$5.00 $0.00 

Non-MESI Athletes - Timed Finals $8.00 $0.00 

MESI Athletes - Trials/Finals $7.00 $0.00 

Non-MESI Athletes - Trials/Finals $10.00 $0.00 

MESI Athletes - Relay $21.00 $0.00 

Non-MESI Athletes - Relay $30.00 $0.00 

MESI Championship Meets      

MESI Athletes - Timed Finals 

$15.00 - all to 
MESI 

$1.00 - all to 
MESI 

$5.00 $5.00 

Non-MESI Athletes - Timed Finals $8.00 $8.00 

MESI Athletes - Trials/Finals $7.00 $7.00 

Non-MESI Athletes - Trials/Finals $10.00 $10.00 

MESI Athletes - Relay $21.00 $21.00 

Non-MESI Athletes - Relay $30.00 $30.00 

Club Run Sanctioned Non- Calendar 
Meets         

Per Swimmer 
$20.00 - all to 
host club(s) 

$1.00 - all to 
MESI   

$1.00 per 
swimmer  

 

1. Swimmer Participation Fee: Host teams may impose a maximum per swimmer participation fee of 

$5.00 to defray the cost of the pool facility for sanctioned calendar meets. Host teams may petition the 

MESI Board of Directors for a higher surcharge per swimmer to cover more expensive facility rental 

fees.  

2. Athlete Travel Surcharge: This per swimmer surcharge will be forwarded directly to MESI and 

deposited in the Athlete Travel Fund to be used to Athlete Travel Reimbursement including Outreach 

Athlete Subsidies. 

3. Maximum Splash Fee: Host clubs may charge up to the maximum splash fee listed.  

4. MESI Splash Fee Surcharge: MESI will charge host clubs this set splash fee surcharge regardless of 

the splash fee charged by the host club. 

5. Approved Meets: Host club will only be charged for USA Registered Swimmers and Relays with four 

USA Registered Swimmers. 

6. Time Trials: Host teams may charge up to 3 times the maximum entry fee for any Time Trial events. 

7. Sanctioned Non-Calendar Meet Fees [virtual meets, dual meets (2 teams), tri meets (3 teams), and 

invitationals]: Host teams may impose a maximum per swimmer participation fee of $20. Host teams 



may not charge per-splash entry fees for non-calendar sanctioned meets. MESI will collect per athlete 

the $1 Athlete Travel Fund Fee and $1 entry fee. 

8. MESI Non-Championships Meets: Clubs will bid on the D1, D2 and WC Trials (or other MESI-hosted 

non-championship meets by submitting a fee that deem acceptable to run the meet.  MESI will no 

longer be "reimbursing pool rental". The pool rental and all other fees should be incorporated in this 

fee to run the meet. MESI will keep the swimmer participation fee and meet entry fees, but the bidding 

team should include a profit margin in their bid and they will continue to keep concessions, 

admissions and programs. 
 


